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Abstract	
  	
  	
  
Recent investigations have shown that, in the last generation, congressional moderates have
become ideologically more extreme over the course of their careers. We explain this “ideological
migration” of moderates as a side effect of close partisan competition for control of the US House
since 1994. Competition for the House caused activists, donors and, indirectly, voters to focus on
the battle for majority status. Increased attention to partisan competition reduced individual
members' ability to escape blame for their parties' actions. Equivalently, it meant that members
could deviate from their district preferences and pay a lower electoral penalty; they would be
blamed in any event. Our empirical analysis shows that party-centeredness abruptly and
dramatically increased after 1994, with the electoral penalty members paid for being out of step
with their constituents correspondingly declining. This contributed to an important, albeit
complicated, shift from local/personal to national/party representation.

* We thank Bruce Cain, Simon Jackman, Gary Jacobson, Doug Rivers and seminar participants at
Stanford University, UC Davis and UCSD for their comments.
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  Out	
  of	
  step	
  but	
  still	
  in	
  office	
  
As has been widely noted, the congressional parties have polarized since the 1970s. The
gap between the average ideology scores of the two parties has widened (Jacobson 2000, p 13;
McCarty, Poole and Rosenthal 2006) and the frequency of party votes has increased (Bond and
Fleisher 2000, p. 3; Roberts and Smith 2003).
Investigations by Theriault (2006; 2008) and Bonica (2014a) show that approximately 60%
of the total increase in the ideological gap separating the parties has stemmed from the replacement
of older and more moderate members by newer and more extreme legislators, with the remaining
40% due to ideological migration—that is, the movement of moderate members toward their
respective parties’ means over the course of their careers. Roberts and Smith (2003) find that
increases in party voting can be parsed into similarly-sized effects due to replacement and
behavioral change.
Bonica (2014a) has also documented important differences in the timing of replacement
and migration. In particular, replacement accounts for nearly all the increase in Senate polarization
from the early 1970s through the mid-1990s, after which ideological migration drives the bulk of
polarization.
In this paper, we consider why ideological migration emerged as an important driver of
polarization when it did. Why were those voting in a moderate fashion ideologically consistent
until the mid-1990s (cf. Poole 2007)? Why did they thereafter begin to vote more often with their
respective parties’ means?
Previous investigations suggest that moderates have polarized because the House majority
party has increasingly manipulated the legislative agenda to highlight votes that divide the parties;
and both parties have increasingly pressured their moderate members to toe the party line (Roberts
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and Smith 2003; Theriault 2008). In contrast, we argue that moderates polarized after 1994 mainly
because competition for majority status in the House intensified after that date, which in turn
focused donors’, activists’, and leaders’ attention on the partisan battle for control of Congress.
Some politically engaged voters, aware of the partisan battle for majority status, began to use their
votes to put a particular party in control of the House rather than to elect a particular candidate.
More importantly, even politically disengaged voters began to “vote for a party,” simply because
they followed the advice of opinion leaders who had become sharply more concerned with
congressional control.
As the fraction of the electorate who cast their votes in order to affect which party
controlled the House grew, the penalty that incumbents paid for widening the gap between their
voting records and their districts’ median voters necessarily diminished. To see this, note that, if
all voters are wholly party-centered, then members pay no electoral penalties when they vote with
their party and against their district. For, their voters already view them as if they were perfect
agents of their parties, located at the party mean. Thus, they gain nothing by defecting from the
party line, unless they can simultaneously reduce how party-centered their voters are. However,
the party-centeredness of the electorate depends on national events beyond the control of single
legislators. Thus, as voters became more party-centered, moderates were “freed” to vote with their
parties, because they would be blamed for their parties’ positions in any event.
Ideological migration raises a serious question about the quality of representation in
America. If voters’ preferences have not polarized as much as their representatives’ preferences
have, then representation appears to have distorted over time. We return to this issue, exploring
the implications of our research for how one should view representation in contemporary America,
in the conclusion.
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Previous	
  literature:	
  	
  The	
  puzzle	
  of	
  party	
  pressure	
  
The previous literature on partisan polarization in Congress suggests many possible reasons
why moderate members have been replaced by more extreme members; and why moderates have
migrated toward their respective parties’ extremes.1 Here, we focus on the latter question.
Explanations of ideological migration fall into three main categories. First, some argue
that how often a moderate votes with his/her party depends on the issues scheduled for a vote (e.g.,
Snyder 1992; Roberts and Smith 2003). If the agenda includes only issues that divide the parties,
then moderates will compile voting records indistinguishable from those of their more extreme copartisans.
Second, several scholars (e.g., Roberts and Smith 2003; Lee 2013b) have argued that Newt
Gingrich’s strategy of opposing the vast bulk of the majority Democrats’ agenda pushed the two
parties’ moderates apart. As Gingrich convinced his colleagues of the strategic merit of his
oppositional approach, pressure mounted on Republican moderates to vote against the majority’s
bills, which in turn forced the Democrats to secure more unified support from their own moderates.
The net result was a polarization in the observed voting behavior of the two parties’ centrists.
A third explanation of ideological migration can be viewed as a more general version of
the second. For some reason(s), including but not limited to Gingrich’s strategy of opposition, the
two parties increasingly pressured their moderate members to toe the party line (Roberts and Smith
2003; Theriault 2008).
The first of the explanations just reviewed is not equally plausible for both measures of

1

Extensive recent reviews include those provided by Layman, Carsey and Horowitz (2006), Theriault (2008), and
Fiorina, Pope and Abrams (2010).
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polarization. “Artificial extremism” certainly can arise when polarization is measured by the
frequency of party votes. Indeed, scholars (e.g., Roberts and Smith 2003) have documented its
existence and we do not question their findings. However, our measure of polarization (described
below) is wholly insensitive to the congressional agenda, because our ideology scores are not based
on roll call votes at all.
As to the second and third explanations, we believe party pressure is an important part of
any explanation of ideological migration. However, if moderates were induced to vote with their
parties and against their districts, they should have paid an electoral penalty. Voting out of step
with one’s constituents has typically been a prelude to being out of office (e.g., Canes-Wrone,
Brady and Cogan 2002; Carson et al. 2010). Thus, one must ask: To the extent that it sought
majority status, why would any party pressure its moderates to compile more extreme voting
records than would be electorally optimal for them? To the extent that they sought reelection, why
would moderates acquiesce to such pressure?
Under the Gingrich strategy, for example, were Republican moderates asked to compile
less defensible voting records, and allayed with the argument that Democratic moderates would
also be forced into less defensible votes? This hardly seems like a winning argument, since the
Republican moderates who lost their districts could not personally benefit from the defeat of
moderate Democratic incumbents in other districts. Thus, to complete the argument about how
Gingrich sold his strategy, one would have to explain how he arranged compensation for those
being asked to vote in a more extreme fashion.
For example, perhaps moderates were compensated with pork-barrel projects (Carroll and
Kim 2010) or transfers from party leaders’ Political Action Committees (Jenkins and Monroe
2012). Such resources would enable moderates to “buy back” some of the support they lost due
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to voting with their parties. To explain the sharp increase in ideological migration after 1994,
however, one would have to posit a sharp increase in the projects or campaign funds controlled by
party leaders. We will have more to say on the latter possibility later but for now we simply note
that no one has spelled out this argument.
Even if the Republicans devised some method of compensating their moderates for the
extreme votes they cast, why would the party have pursued such a strategy? How could it help
them win a majority?
Gingrich had an answer to this last question: the Republicans could win with his strategy
of opposition if they thereby forced Democratic moderates to support the entire Democratic agenda
and then managed to “nationalize” the election, making it a referendum on competing party
agendas rather than a series of independent contests. But why would the Democrats cooperate
with this plan by forcing their own moderates to support an agenda that was “too liberal?” Why
not pursue a more centrist agenda, so that Democratic moderates were not electorally imperiled,
and perpetuate the party’s majority at the expense of some moderation in policy?
All told, extant arguments that the two parties increasingly pressured their moderates to toe
the party line explain neither why majority-seeking parties would have wanted to pressure their
moderates into compiling extreme voting records nor why reelection-seeking moderates would
have bowed to such pressure. Thus, a key part of the story has not been told.

Our	
  explanation:	
  	
  The	
  strategic	
  nationalization	
  of	
  American	
  politics	
  
Our explanation of why ideological migration stepped up in the mid-1990s hinges on the
parties’ electoral strategies. Newt Gingrich famously sought to turn the 1994 midterm elections
into a referendum on the national Democratic party, its leaders and its policies. Against the advice
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of intra-party rivals who argued that “all politics is local,” Gingrich articulated the first national
platform that either congressional party had promulgated for many years—The Contract With
America—and got over 300 Republican candidates to sign it. In addition, he encouraged his
followers to tie their local Democratic opponents to unpopular national leaders (mainly Bill
Clinton) and policies.
The Contract seems to have had little impact (Jacobson 1996, p. 209) but tying
congressional Democrats to Bill Clinton was a winner. For example, “fully 44 percent of
[sampled] white southern males said that their House vote was a vote against Clinton” (Jacobson
1996, p. 208). In any event, the 1994 House elections were sharply more nationalized than they
had been in the recent past; and they resulted in the first Republican majority in the US House in
forty-two years.
Since 1994, competition for control of the House has been consistently closer than it was
during the period of Democratic hegemony—as has been widely noted (e.g., by Lee 2013a; Wand
2013). We argue that both parties responded to this newly competitive environment by engaging
in the “strategic nationalization” of congressional elections.
To explain what this means, imagine a district in which the parties’ and candidates’
previous actions have established their respective ideological positions. Assume, contra the typical
Downsian spatial model, that the various actors’ positions are prohibitively costly to change during
the election campaign.2 In this case, one party will do better if the election turns into a straight
party fight, while the other party will do better if the contest turns into a purely local contest

2

Various reasons for costly spatial mobility have been suggested in the literature—e.g., Bernhardt and Ingberman
(1985); Besley and Coate (1997).
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between individual candidates.3 Thus, the parties will compete over the frame that voters (or their
opinion leaders) use when they cast their votes. The “nationalizing” party will push voters (or
their opinion leaders) to view the contest as between the two national parties, while the “localizing”
party will push them to view the contest as between two local candidates. For reasons that we
elaborate below, the nationalizing party should have some advantages, meaning that more voters
will begin to cast party-centered votes.4
A	
  model	
  of	
  strategic	
  nationalization	
  
To provide a more formal model of strategic nationalization, we assume that the
nationalizing party’s vote share in the focal district is
Vn(zn,zl) = α(zn,zl)Vn|party + [1-α(zn,zl)]Vn|candidate.

(0)

Here, Vn|party represents the vote share the nationalizing party expects in a straight party fight (given
the fixed ideological positions of the two parties); and Vn|candidate represents its expected vote share
in a purely local contest (given the fixed ideological positions of the two candidates). We estimate
the party and candidate vote components in our empirical work below.
The term α(zn,zl) denotes the fraction of voters in a given district who behave in a partycentered fashion, given “effort” zn ≥ 0 exerted by the nationalizing party, and “effort” zl ≥ 0 exerted
by the localizing party. The remaining fraction (1- α(zn,zl)) of voters behave in a candidatecentered fashion.

3

We ignore the possibility of a tie, in which the Democrats’ expected vote share in a straight party fight exactly
equals their expected vote share in a pure candidate-centered contest.
4
Voter information may not change as much as voter behavior. This is because some voters may begin to cast
party-centered votes simply because their cue-givers become party-centered (cf. Lazarsfeld, Berelson and Gaudet
1944). Thus, even individuals who do not become more informed about who currently controls Congress or how
close the contest for majority status is, might begin casting party-centered ballots.
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Candidate-centered voters care only about which candidate in their district wins; and
evaluate each candidate in terms of their ideological distance from the voter’s ideal. Party-centered
voters, in contrast, care only about which of the two parties wins control of the House; and evaluate
each party in terms of how far the party’s position is from the voter’s. We explain how partycentered and candidate-centered voters behave in the next section.
The nationalizing party wins the focal seat with probability Pn(zn,zl) = Pr[Vn(zn,zl) + ε > .5],
where ε represents an exogenous shock to its expected vote share. Letting b represent the value of
winning the focal seat, and denoting the two parties’ costs of effort by cn(zn) and cl(zl), respectively,
we posit that each party seeks to maximize its expected office benefits, net of costs:
The nationalizing party: max Pn ( zn , zl )b − cn ( zn )
zn

The localizing party: max [1 − Pn ( zn , zl )]b − cl ( zl )
zl

Assuming convex increasing costs, Nash equilibria will always exist for the game just described.
We stress three points about the model just presented. First, the local candidates in the
focal district have essentially the same goals as their parties. They want to win the seat and avoid
the costs of effort. However, the goals of candidates and their parties may diverge during the
legislative session, as we explain in the next section.
Second, the nationalizing party will not expend much effort on nationalizing safe seats,
since such seats are by definition unlikely to swing between the parties.5 In other words, the parties
will concentrate their nationalizing/localizing efforts on the handful of competitive seats.
Third, a party’s payoff from winning a seat has two components. First, the party attaches

5

For our purposes, we can define safe seats as those in which a given party is very likely to win the district
regardless of whether voters adopt a national or local frame.
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a value, bseat, to having its victorious candidate occupy the seat in question. Second, winning a
competitive seat improves the victorious party’s chance of securing a majority in the House. Let
p denote the probability that winning an additional seat (from among the handful of competitive
districts) will give the party a majority in the House; and let bmaj denote the value of majority
status. Then we can express the overall value of winning a seat as b = bseat + pbmaj. Note that bmaj
is not the value of majority status to the particular candidate seeking office in the focal district.
Rather, it represents the aggregate value of gaining majority status to all the party’s members. One
might think of it as the party’s willingness to pay for majority status.
Based on the model just sketched (and elaborated below), we argue that the two parties
should have abruptly increased their nationalizing efforts in and after 1994. The reason is as
follows.
Before 1994, no one thought the Republicans had a realistic shot at winning a majority in
the House. Thus, the value of winning a competitive seat was just the value of occupying that seat
(b = bseat because p = 0). After 1994, however, the House has been closely and consistently
contested (p > 0).6 Thus, the value of winning a competitive seat after 1994 has included, not just
the value of occupying that seat (bseat), but also the improved chance of winning majority status
(pbmaj). Since majority status was a big prize (bmaj >> bseat), even small pivot probabilities (p)
sufficed to substantially alter elite calculations.7

6

Wand (2013) illustrates the sea change in House competitiveness as follows. Before 1994, even had observers
speculated that the Republicans would win all the “close” House races in a given year, they would never have
forecast a Republican majority. In contrast, in and after 1994, a party that could sweep the “close” elections would
win a House majority in all but two years. For purposes of these calculations, he defines as “close” those districts in
which the victor’s two-party vote share was less than 54%.
7
We take it as established by previous research that the majority party in the House has had substantially greater
negative agenda-setting power since the adoption of Reed’s Rules (Cox and McCubbins 2005); and that the majority
party’s positive agenda-setting powers increased substantially in the 1970s (Rohde 1991). Thus, a sufficient
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In particular, after 1994, competition for a House majority motivated a much more
systematic pattern of nationalizing attacks in competitive districts. One can see this in the post1994 flood of outside money into swing districts; and the widespread tactic of tarring opponents
with the sins of their (demonized) national party leaders.
There are two main reasons to expect the nationalizing party should have had an advantage
in the competition over voters’ frames. First, the percent of party-centered voters was below 50%
in 1992. Thus, if each party’s competing messages had symmetric effects, then the nationalizing
party should have been able to pull the share of party-centered voters toward .5 simply by matching
the effort of the localizing party.8 Second, elites already believed the majority party had important
agenda-setting advantages. Thus, once majority status was up for grabs, it was relatively easy to
mobilize each party’s elites in pursuit of congressional control. Those elites then induced their
followers to vote accordingly. The localizing party elites were ineffective in counteracting such
tactics, because the voters being convinced to cast party-centered ballots were already more
receptive to the nationalizing party’s messages.
The	
  puzzle	
  of	
  party	
  pressure	
  redux	
  
Although we view candidates as spatially immobile during election campaigns, between
elections members of Congress compile voting records that can influence their ideological
reputations. Incumbents know they will have to run in the next election on their voting record; it
will be costly to disavow such recent and public actions. They thus choose their voting records in

condition for actors caring about majority status—viz., that it substantially affected the legislative outcome—was
met throughout the time period we consider.
8
For example, let yn(zn,zl) be a symmetric contest success function (Skaperdas 1996) giving the probability that a
randomly sampled voter will act in a party-centered fashion; and assume that αjt = αj,t-1 + yn(zn,zl).
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order to maximize their chance of winning the next election, taking into consideration any side
payments offered by their parties.
Suppose the side payments offered by leaders to secure enactment of bills (cf. Carroll and
Kim 2010; Jenkins and Monroe 2012) remained constant over time.

We shall show that

competition for majority status drove the fraction of party-centered voters up, which in turn
reduced the marginal cost of extremism. Thus, we expect more members should have accepted
their parties’ side payments. In other words, ideological migration should have increased, as a
consequence of increased competition for majority status.
Another way to put our point is in terms of the standard view of legislators’ ideal points as
reflecting a weighted average of their constituents’ preferences, their personal preferences, and
their party’s preferences. As the benefits of catering to local general-election opinion decline, the
legislator's personal preferences and those of her party become more important, inducing migration
toward the extremes.
Of course, it is possible that parties pressured their moderates even more after 1994. Lee
(2009), for example, has claimed that the minority party embarked on a comprehensive policy of
strategic disagreement as majority status in the House of Representatives came into play (cf.
Gilmour 1995). To the extent that this was true, ideological migration would have been driven
both by the lower electoral cost of extremism and the higher benefits offered by party leaders.9

9

Our empirical analysis directly measures the electoral costs of extremism and shows that they declined. We are
not able to directly measure party pressures, however.
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Modeling	
  the	
  party	
  and	
  candidate	
  vote	
  components	
  
In this section, we explain how the nationalizing parties in our model estimate their vote
shares in a purely party-centered contest (Vn|party) and a purely candidate-centered contest
(Vn|candidate). In particular, we consider a model in which voters can come in two pure types—
candidate-centered and party-centered—and various mixtures thereof.
To illustrate how candidate-centered voters behave, consider a district j which at time t is
composed entirely of candidate-centered voters. Let the Democratic candidate’s position on the
left-right spectrum be xDjt and the Republican candidate’s position be xRjt. Assume the voters’
ideal points are distributed normally with mean µjt and standard deviation 1. In this case, every
voter to the left of the midpoint between the two candidates’ positions votes for the Democrat; and
every voter to the right of the midpoint votes for the Republican. Thus, the Democratic vote share
is VDjt = Φ[(xDjt+xRjt)/2 - µjt], where Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function.10
To illustrate how party-centered voters behave, consider a district j which at time t is
composed entirely of party-centered voters. Let the Democratic party’s position be xDt and the
Republican party’s position be xRt. Again assume the voters’ ideal points are distributed normally
with mean µjt and standard deviation 1. In this case, every voter to the left of the midpoint between
the two parties’ positions votes for the Democrat; and everyone to the right of the midpoint votes
for the Republican. Thus, the Democratic vote share is VDjt = Φ[(xDt+xRt)/2 - µjt].
Now consider a more general case. The fraction of voters in district j, year t, who behave
in a party-centered fashion is αjt, with a complementary fraction 1-αjt behaving in a candidatecentered fashion. Thus, the Democratic vote share is

10

If the Democrats are the nationalizing party in a particular district-year, then Vn|party = VDjt.
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VDjt = αjtΦ[(xDt+xRt)/2 - µjt] + (1-αjt)Φ[(xDjt+xRjt)/2 - µjt]

(1)

We will eventually add some control variables to the specification but to begin with we discuss
the pure model.11
Predecessors	
  
Equation (1), an empirically estimable version of equation (0), generalizes some wellknown previous models. For example, the standard candidate-centered Downsian model emerges
as the special case in which αjt = 0, while the standard party-centered Downsian model emerges as
the special case in which αjt = 1.
Less obviously, the Downs-inspired model used by Canes-Wrone, Brady and Cogan (2002)
to measure the electoral penalty that members pay when they are “out of step” with their districts
also emerges as a special case. These authors assumed αjt = 0, used a linear probability instead of
a probit model, and substituted the incumbent candidate’s position for the midpoint between the
two candidates’ positions. The latter substitution was justified because, under the median voter
theorem, both candidates should converge on the district median. Thus, the incumbent candidate’s
position would reveal the candidate midpoint.
We are in the fortunate position of not having to use the incumbent’s position as a proxy
for the candidate midpoint. Our dataset is constructed from the Database on Ideology, Money and
Politics, and Elections (DIME) (Bonica 2014b). The DIME scores (also known as “common-space
CFscores”), which are recovered from campaign contribution data, provide estimates of the

11

An alternative interpretation of our model is that each voter in district j, year t has a probability αjt of behaving in a
party-centered fashion and a complementary probability 1-αjt of behaving in a candidate-centered fashion. The
Democratic vote share in district j, year t, can thus be approximated as in equation (1). The relationship is only
approximate because, after Nature divides the electorate into candidate-centered and party-centered sub-populations,
the location of the median voter in each sub-population may deviate from µjt.
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ideological locations of both candidates from each House and Senate contest in each year, 19802012. The measure strongly correlates with roll call based measures, including the widely used
DW-NOMINATE scores (Poole and Rosenthal 2007). In terms of the notation above, we have
estimates of both xDjt and xRjt. Thus, we can directly estimate the candidate midpoint.
Our model is also related to previous models—such as Calvert and Isaac (1981), Sniderman
and Stiglitz (2012), and Peskowitz (2013)—in which voters perceive candidates to be located at a
weighted average of their own and their parties’ positions. Indeed, we shall use such models in
our robustness checks. Finally, our approach is similar to, and complements, Krasa and Polborn
(2014).
Predictions	
  about	
  electoral	
  accountability	
  
What happens to the Democratic vote share if the Republican candidate becomes more
extreme? Assuming that Democrats are never to the right of Republicans (xDjt ≤ xRjt for all jt),12
and that each party’s location coincides with the mean position of its candidates (xDt =

(1 / n)∑ xDkt , xRt = (1 / n)∑ xRkt ), we see from equation (1) that
k

k

∂VDjt
∂xRjt

= α jtϕ[

xDjt + xRjt
xDt + xRt
− µ jt ](1 / 2n) + (1 − α jt )ϕ[
− µ jt ](1 / 2) > 0.
2
2

In other words, the Republican candidate will pay a positive electoral penalty for moving his/her
position toward the extreme (rightward). A similar result of course holds for Democrats moving
left.
If we assume that the local candidates are no worse at catering to the median voter in their

12

Sniderman and Stiglitz (2012) show that this assumption is well grounded empirically.
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respective districts than are the national parties ( |

follows that

∂ 2VDjt
∂xDjt ∂α jt

xDjt + xRjt
2

− µ jt | ≤ |

xDt + xRt
− µ jt | ), then it
2

< 0. In other words, as the fraction of party-centered voters (αjt) increases,

the marginal penalty for extremism declines.
These simple predictions—that extremism is costly; but that it is decreasingly costly as
voters become more party-centered—are the main focus of our empirical investigation.13 Many
previous studies have tackled the first of our predictions, examining how much being out of step
with district opinions harms a candidate’s vote share (see Canes-Wrone, Brady and Cogan 2002
and Carson et al. 2010 for recent examples and reviews). None, however, have considered whether
the electoral cost of extremism has changed over time in response to changes in how party-centered
voters are.14
Before proceeding, we should note that party system fragmentation also affects the
electoral penalty for extremism. For example, when the Republicans split into mainstream and
Tea Party factions, the optimal response for Democrats was to call their opponents Tea Partiers
whenever that label might plausibly stick. This prevented Tea Partiers from “pooling” with the
more moderate overall mean position of the right-wing alliance; and thereby allowed generalelection voters to mete out an electoral penalty. Recent work by Hall (2014) shows that the penalty

13

Similar predictions follow if each voter attaches some weight to both party and candidate positions (as in Calvert
and Isaac 1981; Sniderman and Stiglitz 2012; Peskowitz 2013).
14
Ansolabehere, Snyder and Stewart (2001) estimate the electoral benefit of moderation in five periods between
1874 and 1996. They find (Table 4, p. 152) that moderation significantly boosts a candidate’s vote share in both
1952-74 and 1976-96. The estimated benefit of moderation declines a bit from 1952-74 to 1976-96 but the decline
does not appear to be statistically significant. One might view the increased benefit of moderation from the earliest
periods they study to the last two as reflecting the growing candidate-centeredness of elections.
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was quite stiff.15

The	
  drivers	
  of	
  party-‐‑centeredness	
  
We consider three different factors that could have affected the fraction (αjt) of partycentered voters in each district. The first we have already discussed above: before 1994, the
payoff to winning a competitive seat was occupying that seat; afterwards, winning also increased
the victor’s chance of securing a majority in the House. Thus, after 1994, both parties assiduously
mounted nationalizing attacks in competitive districts where their party brand was more popular
than their local candidate. In our econometric specification below, we thus allow the fraction of
party-centered voters to shift after 1994.16
A second factor that might have affected how party-centered voters were is the
informational value of the party label (cf. Downs 1957, Cox and McCubbins 1993, Snyder and
Ting 2002). We know the parties became steadily more polarized and homogeneous from the mid1970s on, thereby making the party labels steadily more informative. From this perspective, we
might expect an upward linear trend in αjt over the time period we study (1980-2013).17 We allow
for this possibility in our econometric specification below.

15

At the same time, even after a fragmentation into three “parties” or “voter types,” ideological migration of
moderates within any given “party” would continue to be less punished as voters became more “party”-centered.
16
One might ask why we focus on the onset of close competition for the House (after 1994), rather than on the onset
of close competition for the Senate (after 1980). There are two main reasons. First, unified government—the
ultimate prize—was not in reach for the Republicans until after 1994. Second, procedural power, and especially
positive agenda control, was substantially less concentrated in the hands of the majority leadership in the Senate
than in the House. Thus, renewed competition for the Senate alone after 1980 should have had a much smaller
effect than the onset of competition for both chambers after 1994.
17
Recent experiments support the hypothesis that more informative labels promote party-based choices. Druckman,
Peterson and Slothuus (2013), for example, show that when experimental subjects are told the two parties are highly
polarized on a particular issue, they become more likely to rely on their partisan affiliations in making decisions
about those issues. See also Sniderman and Stiglitz (2012).
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A third factor that might have affected how party-centered voters were was the nature of
the election. Many have argued previously that candidates for the US Senate can develop personal
reputations more readily than can candidates for the US House. Thus, in our empirical work—
which includes both House and Senate elections—we allow αjt to depend on whether the contest
is for the House or Senate.
Reflecting the factors just discussed, we assume that
𝛼jt = logit-1[𝜓0 + 𝜓1I[t≥1994] + 𝜓2t + 𝜓3Senatejt )]

(2)

In other words, we allow the level of party-centeredness to have different intercepts before and
after 1994, to have a trend, and to differ between House and Senate elections.18 Our main
prediction is that party-centeredness should step up after 1994 (i.e., α1 > 0), due to the onset of
close competition for majority status in the US House.

Data	
  and	
  estimation	
  
Our estimation strategy is to view equation (1) as a finite mixture model (FMM), with
mixing parameters {αjt}, and to estimate it along the lines detailed by Imai and Tingley (2012).
As Imai and Tingley explain, finite mixture models offer an attractive framework for empirically
assessing the relative contributions of rival theories.
An FMM approach is feasible for us because Bonica’s CFscores (2014b) provide empirical
estimates of the locations of all candidates (i.e., both xDjt and xRjt), from which we can also compute
the mean locations of the two parties’ candidates (i.e., both xDt and xRt). This means that we have

18

These are not the only variables we consider in modeling party-centeredness. As part of our robustness checks, we
additionally allow party-centeredness to vary with total spending, percentage of funds raised out of district/state, and
open seats. None affects the results with respect to our main prediction.
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direct estimates of the midpoints between the candidates in each district-year, and the midpoint
between the parties’ means in each year, which we calculate based on the ideal points of current
members of Congress.19
The model is specified as a finite mixture of two normal components
f(y&' ) = α'+ Φ 𝑦./ |	
  π3 , 𝜎36 + (1 − α'+ )𝛷(𝑦./ |𝜋6 , 𝜎66 ),

(3.1)

𝜋3 = 	
  	
   δ= + 	
   δ3 Midpoint EFG + β3 µμ'+ + βJ3 Z'+ ,

(3.2)

𝜋6 = 	
  	
   γ= + 	
   γ3 Midpoint MG 	
   + 	
   β3 µμ'+ + βJ3 Z'+ ,

(3.3)

𝛼/N	
   = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 J3 (𝜓= + 	
   𝜓3 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡1994/N + 	
   𝜓6 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒/N + 	
   𝜓[ 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒/N ),

(3.4)

where

𝑦/N is the Democratic share of the two-party congressional vote in district 𝑗 in cycle 𝑡; 𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡c
is the candidate midpoint; 𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡d is the party midpoint; and 𝜇/N is a measure of each district’s
location.
The district locations can be modeled in various ways. Our main approach is to construct
measures of district partisanship based on a model developed by Levendusky, Pope, and Jackman
(2007) that normalizes the two-party presidential vote share and controls for short-term nationallevel electoral swings and home-state effects of presidential candidates. Intuitively, districts with
larger Democratic presidential vote shares should be positioned further to the right (i.e., 𝛽 1 > 0).
In addition, various other factors (Zjt) might affect the district’s expected vote. In our main
specification, these other factors are those considered by Canes-Wrone, Brady and Cogan. We fit
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In the supplemental appendix, we estimate a model with party means based solely on the ideal points of
Congressional party leaders (defined as those in official leadership positions and committee chairs/ranking
members). The results are robust.
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Figure 1: The Association Between Two-Party Vote Shares in Congressional and Presidential Elections Has
Strengthened In Recent Decades
Note: The samples for each election cycle are limited to those districts in which both parties fielded candidates,
each of whom raised funds from at least 10 donors.

the model using the flexmix R package (Gruen and Leisch 2008).
As is typical for this class of model, we constrain the coefficients on the control variables
(β) to be constant across the component models.20 Later, we relax this constraint by permitting the
coefficients for the control variables to vary across models as a robustness check. For a race to be
included in the sample, we require that the general-election candidates from both parties have
raised funds from at least 10 distinct donors.21 We later show that our main results hold for various
other donor thresholds.

Descriptive	
  statistics	
  
Before presenting the model results, we present descriptive statistics on trends relating to
partisan voting and polarization. Figure 1 displays the relationship between two-party vote shares
for congressional and presidential candidates for the past nine presidential election cycles. The

20

Absent this constraint, the estimated parameters for the control variables are free to take on different values. This
can make interpreting the model more difficult, especially if the optimal values for the control variables change over
time. See Table A1 in the supplemental appendix for a results with this constraint relaxed.
21
The same threshold for inclusion is used by Hall (2014). The requirement of at least 10 donors excludes about
25% of the otherwise usable sample.
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Figure 2: Intra-district and Congressional Polarization
Note: The sample used to construct the Intra-District trend line is again limited to districts in which
both parties fielded candidates, each of whom raised funds from at least 10 donors.
association between congressional and presidential vote shares clearly increases with time. Where
the correlation stood at 𝜌 = 0.34 in 1980, it reached 𝜌 = 0.86 by 2012.22 This is consistent with a
substantial shift away from candidate-centered towards party-centered voting.
Figure 2 displays the trends for congressional polarization (measured as the absolute
distance between the two parties’ means) and intra-district polarization (measured as the average
distance between the two parties’ candidates in contested seats). To our knowledge, no one has
previously measured intra-district polarization across such a wide time span. Figure 2 confirms

22

The respective correlations for a complete sample of congressional districts (including seats that are uncontested
or where one party runs a non-competitive candidate) are 𝜌 = 0.59 for 1980 and 𝜌 = 0.87 for 2012.
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that polarization in the candidate pool has kept pace with Congressional polarization. It also shows
that polarization in the candidate pool was more or less flat from 1980 through 1992 but then
trended upwards starting in 1994. The increased within-district differentiation between the parties’
candidates gibes with the strengthening relationship between Congressional and Presidential twoparty vote shares documented in Figure 1.

Results	
  	
  
Results from the finite mixture model are shown in Table 1. The component models yield
results broadly similar to those previously reported by Canes-Wrone, Brady and Cogan (2002).
For our purposes, the most noteworthy coefficients are those on the midpoints.
In the candidate-centered model, moving the midpoint between the two candidates
rightward one unit (on a scale that is normalized by its standard deviation to total length of 0.28 or
roughly 1/8	
  the distance between party means) increases the Democratic vote share (among
candidate-centered voters) by 2.82 percentage points.

This implies a positive reward for

moderation or, equivalently, a penalty for extremism. The size of this penalty can be expressed as
follows. Were the Democrat to move one standard deviation (of the candidate positions) to the
left, with the Republican candidate’s position held fixed, the Democratic vote share (among
candidate-centered voters) would decline by approximately 4.5 percentage points. This compares
with Canes-Wrone, Brady and Cogan’s estimate that a one standard deviation move to the left by
a Democrat would decrease the Democratic vote share by 1-3 percentage points.
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Model Components

(Intercept)
Candidate Midpoint

CandidateCentered
40.77
(0.39)
2.82
(0.28)

Party Midpoint
Incumbent
Open Seat
District Partisanship
ln(Dem. Spending) - ln(Rep. Spending)
Candidate Quality (Dem.)
Candidate Quality (Rep.)
Dem. President
GDP Growth
Midterm
Pres. Approval
Dem. President * GDP Growth
Dem. President * Midterm
Dem. President * Pres. Approval
Concomitant Model (𝜶)
(Intercept)

9.56
(0.33)
3.81
(0.32)
10.21
(0.29)
3.17
(0.08)
1.13
(0.25)
-1.11
(0.26)
1.38
(0.48)
-0.11
(0.07)
1.98
(0.30)
-0.04
(0.01)
-0.93
(0.20)
-3.51
(0.49)
0.20
(0.02)

PartyCentered
38.99
(0.54)

4.31
(2.11)
9.56
(0.33)
3.81
(0.32)
10.21
(0.29)
3.17
(0.08)
1.13
(0.25)
-1.11
(0.26)
1.38
(0.48)
-0.11
(0.07)
1.98
(0.30)
-0.04
(0.01)
-0.93
(0.20)
-3.51
(0.49)
0.20
(0.02)

-0.95
(0.42)
Election
-0.00
(0.04)
Post-1994
2.24
(0.43)
Senate
-0.61
(0.36)
BIC
25384
Num obs
3957
Table 1: Parameter Estimates and Standard Errors for the Components and
Concomitant Equation of the Mixture Model
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Figure 3: Estimated Posterior Probability that Observations are Consistent with the
Candidate-Centered Model.
In the party-centered model, moving the midpoint between the two parties rightward one
unit (on a scale that is again normalized to total length of 0.28) increases the Democratic vote share
(among party-centered voters) by 4.31 percentage points. This implies the parties each pay a
penalty for extremism. For example, were an entire party to move one standard deviation (of the
candidate positions) toward its extreme, that party would lose an estimated 7 percentage points
among party-centered voters.
Although the results of the component models are of intrinsic interest, here we are mainly
interested in the concomitant equation (2). The results for this equation reveal that the fraction of
party-centered voters increased dramatically after 1994, was lower in Senate than in House
contests, and exhibited no significant trend.
Figure 3 displays box-and-whisker plots of our posterior estimates of the fraction of
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Figure 4: Estimated Posterior Probability that Observations are Consistent with the
Candidate-Centered Model (Polynomial specification)
candidate-centered voters in each district from 1980 to 2012. The dramatic drop in candidatecenteredness after 1994 is evident.
We should note that our model does not predict that swings should have become more
uniform after 1994. We do expect strategic allocation of expenditures—in particular, spending
more in close districts where one’s presidential candidate had won but one’s local candidate was
losing (cf. Jacobson 1996). But such expenditures might or might not increase the uniformity of
swing in any particular election year.

Is	
  it	
  really	
  1994?	
  
Our baseline model of party-centeredness in the electorate (given in equation 2) allows
only a linear trend and a shift in 1994. To probe whether the break really occurs in 1994, we re-
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ran our analysis, substituting a sixth-degree polynomial in time for the linear trend. The posterior
estimates, displayed in Figure 4, provide strong evidence that the watershed years were 1992 and
1994. By 1996, the transition was complete.

Who	
  drove	
  whom?	
  
Did the polarization of elites cause voters to base their decisions more on newly
informative party cues? Or did the party-centeredness of voters induce polarization (in the form
of ideological migration)? Our analyses allow some discounting of the first process.
First, although congressional elites polarized beginning in the late 1970s (see, e.g., Figure
2), the ideological diversity of the two parties’ candidate pools has not declined. In fact, withinparty variance among general election candidates has increased over this period, even as parties in
Congress have become more homogenous. In 1980, the standard deviation for Republican general
election candidates’ CFscores was 0.31. By 2012, this had grown to 0.38. The trend is similar for
Democratic general election candidates, with the standard deviation increasing from 0.39 to 0.52
over the same period.23 In other words, the ideological positions adopted by the parties’ candidates
did not homogenize, which should have reduced voters’ incentives to concentrate on the parties.
Second, if voters were responding to elite polarization, then we should have seen a linear
increase in party-centeredness. But the linear term in the concomitant model (Table 1) is not
significant. Moreover, when a sixth-order polynomial in time is employed, there is no evidence
of any steady voter response to the steady polarization in Congress (see Figure 4).
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The interquartile differences for Republican general election candidates declined slightly from 0.41 to 0.37 but
increased for Democrats from 0.41 to 0.61.
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We think these points argue strongly against any model in which voters simply respond to
ideological polarization in Congress. The only thing that changes abruptly enough to explain our
results is competition for majority status.

How	
  much	
  did	
  the	
  voters	
  know	
  about	
  it?	
  
As noted above, our theory does not imply that each voter who became party-centered
began keeping close tabs on the parties’ competition. Given the prevalence of two-step flows of
influence, voters’ information may not have changed as much as their behavior did.
That said, the public did become better informed about party competition after 1994. First,
Pew data show that 46% of respondents knew which party controlled Congress in 1992, versus
59% in 1994, and a median of 57% in 10 surveys thereafter (1995-2007) (Pew Research Center
for the People and Press 2007). Second, when asked whether they cared which party controlled
Congress, on average 53 percent of respondents said “yes” during the 1980-1992 election cycles,
versus 64 percent during the 1994-2004 election cycles (ANES 2012). Among self-reported
voters, the corresponding increase was from 59 percent (1980-1992) to 75 percent (1994-2004).
The transition, moreover, was quite sudden. The percent of self-reported voters saying majority
control of Congress mattered to them increased from 62 percent in 1992 to 74 percent in 1994.24

24

The percent of self-reported voters saying it mattered which party won the presidency also increased—from an
average of 72 percent during the 1980-1992 presidential election cycles to an average of 88 percent during the 19962004 presidential election cycles. Over the period 1980-2012, the percent of voters casting split tickets in
presidential years dropped on average by 2.2 percentage points every four years. The two quadrennia exhibiting
unusually large declines—over twice the average—were 1992-1996 and 2008-2012.
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What	
  about	
  the	
  incumbency	
  advantage?	
  
If voters really did become more party-centered, then the incumbency advantage should
have declined. After all, party-centered voters would view two candidates of the same party as
equivalent, so replacing an incumbent with another candidate would not affect their decisionmaking. Consistent with this observation, Jacobson (2015, p. 863) shows that the incumbency
advantage has indeed declined dramatically since 1994, with estimated advantages in 2012-2014
approximating those observed in the 1950s.25

Robustness	
  checks	
  
We performed two types of robustness checks:

changing the specification of the

concomitant equation (to probe whether our main finding is model-dependent); and changing the
sample used in the analysis. We discuss each of these in turn.
We changed the concomitant equation by removing the constraint that the coefficients on
control variables must be equal in the candidate-centered and party-centered models. This allows
for the possibility that the median of the party-centered electorate differs from the median of the
candidate-centered electorate. However, making this change did not significantly alter our
findings.
We additionally estimated the model using dynamic ideal points for candidates rather than

25

Our theory does not predict a sudden change in the incumbency advantage. To see why not, consider those
Democratic incumbents who survived 1994 but were in districts whose partisan balance was increasingly
unfavorable. Let p denote the probability that the Republicans will mount a serious nationalizing challenge to such
an incumbent if they seek reelection; and q = 1 be the probability they will run a serious nationalizing campaign if
the incumbent retires. If p is low enough, then some number of incumbents will survive long enough to retire. Each
retirement will be followed by a large adjustment in votes, because the Republicans will nationalize the ensuing
campaign. Thus, the retirement slump will remain large for those incumbents who were first elected in the more
candidate-centered era.
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(Intercept)
Election
Post-1994
Senate
Ln(Total $ Spent)

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

-2.26
(0.63)
0.02
(0.04)
1.97
(0.44)
-0.28
(0.36)
2.28
(0.70)

-0.98
(0.41)
-0.02
(0.04)
1.96
(0.42)
-1.66
(0.49)

-2.26
(0.63)
0.02
(0.04)
1.97
(0.44)
-0.28
(0.36)

-15.70
(3.15)
-0.03
(0.05)
1.80
(0.44)
-2.90
(0.75)
1.06
(0.23)
0.88
(0.78)
2.45
(1.28)

Pct. Out of State

3.60
(1.06)

Pct. Out of District
BIC
Num obs.

25381.29
3957

25379.28

2.28
(0.70)
25381.29

3957

3957

25365.99
3957

Table 2: Parameter Estimates and Standard Errors for Alternatively Specified
Concomitant Equations
static ideal points. The dynamic ideal points are recovered by applying the one-period-at-a-time
estimation procedure developed by Nokken and Poole (2004) to the CFscores (see Bonica 2014b
for details on estimation.) The technique estimates independent period-specific ideal points for
candidates based on contributions received in each period, with the contributor ideal points held
static. This allows candidate ideal points to move freely from one cycle to the next. Relaxing this
constraint has no discernable effect on the estimated coefficients. The coefficient for Post-1994 is
essentially unchanged at 2.22 in the dynamic model versus 2.24 in the static model.

We then modified the concomitant equation to include additional controls. First we
controlled for log total spending (in 2012 dollars) in each district.26 Total spending proxies for how

26

The spending amounts are adjusted for inflation.
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close elite actors viewed a given contest to be and, as noted above, we expect more competitive
districts should have been more party-centered. Second, we controlled for the proportion of funds
in each race raised from donors residing outside of the district (and then for donors residing outof-state). The amount of out-of-district (out-of-state) money in a race indicates the extent to which
a contest has been nationalized. As shown in Table 2, the new controls exhibit highly significant
coefficients with the expected signs. More importantly for our purposes, the coefficient of Post1994 is robust to these changes.
As regards the sample, we first repeated the analysis for northern races alone. Our
substantive findings remained unchanged. Thus, our results are not being driven primarily by
regional realignments or the decline of conservative southern Democrats. Next, we changed the
threshold for the number of distinct donors each candidate in a race must fundraise from to be
included in the sample. In particular, we re-estimated the model for each of the following threshold
values: 5, 10, 15, 25, 35, and 50. Our results remain similar, regardless of the cutoff value. (See
our supplemental appendix for results from robustness tests not reported above.)
A final point to consider is that estimated ideal points are informed by contributions to
candidates competing in partisan primaries, not just by contributions made in the general elections.
Re-estimating the model with ideal points estimates based solely on contributions received during
the primaries yields results that are in line with those from the main estimation. Again, the
coefficient for Post-1994 is essentially unchanged at 2.16. The results continue to hold even after
subsetting on districts where one or both general election candidates faced contested primaries. As
party-centered giving tends not to apply in the context of partisan primaries, this implies that the
results are unlikely to be driven by a change in behavior of donors.
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Conclusion	
  
The midterm election of 1994 marked a watershed in American politics. For perhaps forty
years before that election, the Republicans’ chance of winning a majority in the House of
Representatives had been consistently remote. Afterwards, however, majority status was almost
always in play.
The emergence of a competitive House unleashed a series of reactions. First, elite actors
focused a much greater fraction of their efforts on winning the partisan battle for congressional
control. Donors sharply altered their pattern of giving, in order to maximize their favored party’s
chance of capturing a majority (Wand 2013). Parties redirected their staff resources toward
partisan messaging (Lee 2013a) and commenced a campaign of what we call “strategic
nationalization.”
Elites who believed they had a better chance of winning a straight party fight in their
districts than a candidate-centered fight had always had incentives to nationalize. However, the
payoff to donors and other actors outside the district remained small before 1994. Afterwards,
tipping a handful of competitive districts could convert a party from minority to majority status.
Thus, efforts to nationalize contests became much better funded, with each party going after
incumbents of the other party who sat in districts that leaned the wrong way.
In this paper, we have focused on two consequences of the strategic nationalization of
congressional elections after 1994. First, voters—some because they appreciated the importance
of party competition, others because they followed the advice of opinion leaders who had become
more partisan—began to act in a substantially more party-centered fashion. To document the
voter-level behavioral changes, we have estimated the fraction of party-centered voters in each
district-year during the period 1980-2012. Our estimates document a sea change after 1994.
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Before 1994, the median fraction of candidate-centered voters was roughly 75%; afterwards, it
was roughly 25%.
Second, the sharp decline in candidate-centered voting led to an increased willingness of
surviving moderates in Congress to vote with their parties. Moderates migrated toward their
parties’ means partly because those that remained were type-2 (they could vote with their party
and still be more likely to win than lose) and partly because the penalty for voting with their party
necessarily declined as voters became more party-centered. Thus, the sharp increase in ideological
migration by moderates—which contributed substantially to the continuing polarization of
congressional politics—was a natural consequence of strategic nationalization after 1994.
Strategic nationalization raises a question:

by whom are American citizens now

represented? They are less well represented by their local congresspersons, because the latter have
become more consistent supporters of their parties. Have they been compensated for the decline
in local representation by a closer approximation to responsible party government?
The structural challenges to building responsible parties in the US, such as presidentialism
and decentralized control of nominations, have long been recognized (APSA 1950). In the last
few years, the majority Republicans have repeatedly failed to reach internal agreement on how
aggressively to wield the power of the purse when dealing with an opposition president. This has
led to shutting down the government for two weeks in 2013, to internecine primary-election fights
(such as that toppling Majority Leader Eric Cantor in 2014), and to Speaker John Boehner’s
resignation in 2015. Thus, the cohesive parties envisioned by theorists of responsible party
government have not emerged and voters may still be waiting for party representation to replace
their lost local representation.
The reason that the internal battles within the Republican conference have turned the heat
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up on their top leaders is that the tactic of allowing appropriations lapses is in their hands. This
suggests that one way out of the current impasse might be to reallocate some of the Speaker’s
powers to the committee chairs, as indeed the Tea Party has recently proposed.27 Their likely
rationale is that they would secure a share of the committee chairs and would thus possess some
independently wieldable agenda power. The resulting committee baronies would harken back to
the dual-veto system under which the US Congress operated when the majority Democrats were
deeply divided and in need of a way to credibly share agenda power between their Southern and
Northern factions (Cox and McCubbins 2005, pp. 56, 65-66). Of course, were agenda power to
be decentralized, then donors, activists and voters would pay more attention to factions and
committee barons, and more candidate-centered elections would re-emerge.
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See http://www.teaparty.org/conservatives-push-trim-speakers-power-124163/.
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